Program generators can substantially reduce the e ort needed to produce applicationtailored versions of a common software design, but the task of designing and implementing a program generator for a new application domain can be formidable. This paper describes a new technology for creating program generators. It is built upon research results in the theory of programming languages, formal semantics, program transformation and compilation. It comprises a suite of translation and transformation tools that constitute a design automation system for software engineering.
A technology for automatic program generation
Program generators can substantially reduce the e ort needed to produce applicationtailored versions of a common software design, but the task of designing and implementing a program generator for a new application domain can be formidable. This paper describes a new technology for creating program generators. It is built upon research results in the theory of programming languages, formal semantics, program transformation and compilation. It comprises a suite of translation and transformation tools that constitute a design automation system for software engineering.
In our method, the user's interface to a program generator is a language in which to specify each particular application for which a software module is required. We refer to this speci cation language as a domain-speci c design language (DSDL), for it is tailored to the problem domain for which the generator is intended. A DSDL is a specialized, declarative language in which the important, high-level abstractions of the problem domain are directly expressible. Often, a DSDL is just a formalization of a tabular or graphical speci cation language that engineers in the problem domain have long been using to express detailed designs.
For a DSDL to be used to express input to a program generator, it must have a computational semantics. The requirements that we impose upon the semantics de nition for a DSDL are that it be (i) compositional, (ii) e ectively computable, and (iii) total. The implementation of a program generator is derived from the semantics of a DSDL through several steps of translation and transformation to obtain satisfactory algorithmic performance and to tailor the implementation to a speci c platform and software environment.
Compositionality implies that an implementation can be assembled piecewise from the components of the semantics. E ective computability requires semantic functions to be expressed algorithmically. Requiring totality allows the use of equational theories to drive program transformations.
The idea of deriving an implementation for a formally speci ed language from its semantics was rst tried experimentally in the SIS system 19] over 25 years ago. However, at that time, the prospect of a technology to improve the performance of an implementation enough that it would become acceptable for practical use seemed remote. In the intervening years, there have been many discoveries relating to the formal calculation of programs, and it seems time to revisit the ambitious task of automating program generation.
Classes of transformations
The compositional style of programming used in designing a computational semantics for a formal speci cation language is attractive to the designer. However, powerful transformations are necessary to improve e ciency of the programs synthesized from the semantics. Semantics-preserving, fully automatic transformation tools can relieve the software designer from having to consider programming details that tend to obscure high-level concepts relevant to the design itself.
The transformations we have considered fall into four classes, for which distinct implementation strategies seem most appropriate:
1. Parametric transformations are instances of general theorems established by parametricity arguments. They yield equivalences that apply in all datatypes, hence the resulting transformations are type-parametric. 2. Order-reduction transformations replace expressions that use higher-order functions by equivalent expressions using only rst-order functions. 3. Algebra-speci c transformations are those that depend upon some algebraic laws, such as the associativity and commutativity of a binary operator. 4. Architecture-speci c transformations depend upon representation equivalences or properties of the operations of a particular computer architecture. Such transformations typically occur in the code generator of an optimizing compiler. A compositional programmingstyle introduces many intermediate data structures. When semantic functions are applied directly, their compositions may entail multiple traversals of data structures that represent the abstract syntax of the object language. These problems can be addressed by two parametric transformation strategies:
{ fusion or deforestation, in which identical control structures of sequentially applied functions are merged, often allowing an intermediate data structure to be eliminated 25, 8] , and { the tupling, or parallel fusion strategy 6, 9] , in which a pair of functions that operate on the same data are transformed into a single function that returns a result pair. Symbolically, this transformation is (f x; g x) =) hf; gi x When applied to traditional functional programs, parametric strategies can require expensive and inexact analysis to determine whether su cient conditions for their application are satis ed. However, if control structures are explicitly designated when formulating semantic functions and if this information is preserved through the translation process, it can be exploited to drive transformation strategies by pattern matching alone.
Parametric transformations are remarkably e ective. However, they do not exploit speci c, algebraic properties of functions used in designing a semantics. A property like the associativity and commutativity of multiplication over natural numbers is not parametric. Associativity is necessary to apply the accumulatorintroduction strategy that eliminates recursion in favor of iteration. It can be exploited by transformation systems based on the unfold-fold method 9], but these require human intervention or ad hoc heuristics to direct them.
Term-rewriting, using a theory completion process for control, provides a exible basis for implementing algebra-speci c transformations 11, 2] . Such systems perform transformations on rst-order programs. Parametric transformation strategies can also be performed by term-rewriting methods. Algebra-speci c transformations are more costly and more di cult to automate than parametric transformations but they can have a dramatic impact on the performance of programs. Algorithmic complexity improvement can be obtained through transformations, by a clever use of algebraic laws.
A strategy for order reduction is to generate a specialized version of each higher-order function for each distinct list of functional arguments to which it is applied in a given program. Specialization may increase the size of a program but has no negative impact on its execution time, and often improves it. Generation of an appropriate data structure to represent closures 20, 1] leads to a more general but less straightforward approach for order-reducing transformations. Denotational semantics for programming languages interpret syntax by means of functional expressions such that all constructions are deterministic and composable. Composability implies that the semantics of a syntactic construction is a function of the semantics of its component parts|and of nothing else. To ensure that the semantics of a speci cation language is computable, its intuitive meaning is formalized in terms of an executable meta-language.
We have designed the ADL language 14] as our preferred meta-language. ADL is an acronym for Algebraic Design Language. It adapts the notion of structure algebras from the mathematics of universal algebras to provide an unusually rich control structure without employing an explicit recursion operator. ADL is a language of total functions, which admits equational reasoning and program transformation by equational rewriting. ADL also incorporates a dual concept of coalgebras, which contribute control structures that correspond naturally to iteration.
Structure algebras in ADL
Some structure algebras, most notably the algebra of lists, are familiar to functional programmers and have been used by Bird, Meertens and their students 5, 16, 17, 12] to derive programs from logical speci cations by formal reasoning. In ADL, structure algebras are rst-class entities that can be declared, bound to identi ers and form the basis for ADL control operators. The declarative elements of ADL include signatures of algebraic varieties, algebra speci cations and constant (value) declarations.
Signature declarations do not use explicit recursion, for a signature de nes not just a single algebra, but an entire class (or variety) of algebras that share a common structure. For example, the signature declaration for list algebras is: signature list(a) ftype c; $nil; $cons of a cg Each algebra in the variety de ned by this signature has operators $nil and $cons. The identi er c, which ranges over all types, designates the carrier of an algebra of this variety. For each such algebra, c represents a speci c type. The codomain of each operator is the carrier. The domain typing of each operator is speci ed in the signature. By convention, an operator symbol such as $nil, for which no domain typing is given, represents a constant of the carrier type.
An algebra speci cation binds a type for the carrier and a compatibly typed constant for each operator symbol. An example of a list-algebra speci cation is: algebra Sum list = list(int)fc := int; $nil := 0; $cons := (+)g In this speci cation, both the type parameter, a, and the carrier have been bound to a common type, int; the operator symbol $nil has been bound to a constant of type int and $cons has been bound to the operator that designates int-addition.
Another list-algebra is a free term algebra, which has as its operators data constructors nil and cons, and whose carrier is the set of terms constructed by well-typed applications of these operators. The type parameter, a, instantiated to any type, determines a particular instance of a free list algebra. Thus the carrier of a free term algebra derived from the variety list corresponds exactly to an instance of a list datatype in a functional programming language such as Standard ML 18] . For each variety declared by a signature in an ADL program, its free term algebra functor is implicitly declared.
In ADL, we distinguish two degrees of knowledge of the structure of an algebra. When an algebra is speci ed as an instance of a declared variety, we know how to form composite functions from it with the combinators described in the following section. This is what we mean by a structure algebra.
If the signature of the variety is not visible or the algebra has not been declared as an instance of a variety, then only its operators and their typings are known. We say that such an algebra is concrete. The de nitions of operators of a concrete algebra may be invisible, if the algebra has been imported. For example, the type int is the carrier of a concrete algebra of integer arithmetic, which is externally speci ed.
Control structures in ADL
The expression elements of ADL include variables, constants, function and operator applications, datatype constructions, abstractions and saturated combinator expressions 2 . Of particular interest are the combinator expressions, for these determine all interesting control structures. ADL provides four combinators, red, hom, gen and cohom. The rst two express control derived from algebras; the second two derive control from coalgebras. We shall only discuss the algebraic control combinators.
The combinator red is indexed by a sort name and applied to an algebra speci cation. Its denotation is then a function from an initial term algebra to the carrier of the speci ed algebra. For example, the expression sum :
= red list] Sum list : list(int) ! int denotes a function that sums the elements of a list of integers. This function is an example of a list-algebra homomorphism; the condition that it satis es is sum Nil = 0 sum (cons(x; y)) = x + sum y Had sum been de ned in a language such as SML using explicit recursion, then the homomorphism equations would constitute its declaration. However, recursion is not explicit in ADL, it is instead calculated from the signature declaration given for the variety list. The combinator red has also been called a catamorphism combinator 17]. 2 The term combinator is used here to mean an operator with no dependence on free identi ers and which operates on well-typed expressions in the language to produce a new expression. A combinator expression is saturated if all required arguments of the combinator are present.
A tool for parametric transformations
A parametric transformation schema has an instance for every variety of structure algebra. The quintessential parametric transformation is based upon the Promotion Theorem 15] . This theorem and the transformation derived from it are most easily presented with the help of some notation from category theory.
The data of a signature with type parameter a consists of the domain typings of its operators. We can represent the structure of these data in the category Set by a coproduct of the domain types of the separate operators. This representation is the object map of a bifunctor, E. For instance, the bifunctor that represents the signature list has the object map The higher-order transformation tool, HOT, uses a clever heuristic tactic to calculate an operator that satis es the promotion theorem 21, 22] . The tactic is not complete|it does not always nd a candidate if one exists|but it is inexpensive to apply and it often succeeds.
Given the data described in the proof of the Promotion Theorem, HOT introduces a symbol, g 
Order-reduction transformations
Order-reduction transformations remove instances of higher-order functions (applications that include function-typed arguments or which return function-typed results) from a program while preserving its overall semantics. Obviously, this is only possible for programs that calculate ground-typed results from groundtyped data. The order-reduction stage in our translation pipeline consists of a suite of individual algorithms that perform speci c order-reduction transformations e ciently. These are:
{ A lambda-lifter 13], which removes nested function declarations and explicit abstractions, replacing them by new, closed function declarations. After lambda-lifting, the program contains function de nitions of the form f x 1 : : :x n = e where each of the x i is a variable and e is either a variable, a constant, an application, or a pattern case analysis.
{ Eta-abstraction furnishes abstracted variables as arguments to an unsaturated application of a curried function. It is used to increase the arity of a function de nition if its arity does not agree with its typing, and to add dummy arguments to an applicative expression that is unsaturated. This transformation sometimes enables an expression in the body of a function declaration to be statically reduced, and is a prerequisite to further steps of function specialization and reduction. This transformation has been studied by Chin and Darlington 7] , who refer to it as Algorithm A for higherorder function removal.
{ Specializing a function to the arguments found at each of its call sites is a familiar technique for order-reduction (see for instance, Algorithm R of 7]). Specialization occurs in two phases. A naive but e cient algorithm is e ective in nearly all cases that arise in practice. For cases that are beyond the scope of the naive algorithm, we have implemented a more general specializer based upon an algorithm due to Reynolds 20] . For example, an application map sqr x, can be replaced by the application of a new function, map sqr x, whose de nition is gotten by specializing the de nition of map: map f nil = nil map f (x :: xs) = (f x) :: (map f xs) with respect to the constant sqr, obtaining map sqr nil = nil map sqr (x :: xs) = (sqr x) :: map sqr xs A su cient condition for this technique to work is that the function-typed arguments in a de nition are variable or constant-only. A function-typed argument of a higher-order function F is variable or constant only if in each recursive call in the declaration of F, this argument position is lled either by a variable or by a constant (i.e. a closed expression without free variables). The function map is variable-only. Reynolds' algorithm constructs a closure representation for higher-order functions that are not variable-or-constant only.
Algebra Speci c Transformations
Many transformations are justi ed in part by the laws of speci c algebras. As a logical extension to an ADL module, properties of an imported concrete algebra may be asserted as equational laws. It is these laws on which we base algebraspeci c transformations. At the present time, there is no formal veri cation that the realization of a concrete algebra actually obeys the asserted laws. This gap in veri ability needs attention in the future development of our system.
Common equational laws such as associativity, commutativity, distributivity, unit laws and inverse laws can justify tactics such as recursion elimination, which can sometimes reduce the asymptotic complexity of an algorithm.
Astre is a transformation tool based on rewriting techniques 3]. It is exible enough so that some tactics can be fully automated. An example is the elimination of structural recursion by accumulator introduction in the presence of an associative operator, which is the familiar foldr-to-foldl transformation when specialized to list algebras.
A rewrite system is a set of rules, ordered pairs of terms, written as l ! r.
When a rst-order functional program is expressed by a set of mutually recursive pattern-matching equations, it translates into a rewrite system R0. In Astre, synthesis by completion is used as a mechanism to transform R 0 into a sequence of rewrite systems R 1 ; R 2 ; : : :; R n to get from a functional program P 0 to a new, semantically equivalent program P n that is more e cient. Astre translates R n into an SML program in which functions are presented by a set of mutually recursive equations with pattern-matching arguments.
A fully automated transformation system needs additional techniques, including:
{ a mechanism that introduces new function de nitions to form synthesis rules. Critical pair computations with synthesis rules are the basis of many transformations. Synthesis rules were called eureka rules in the fold/unfold methodology because they depended upon the insight of a clever user.
{ a mechanism to orient critical pairs into rewrite rules and to control critical pair production so that it generates a complete de nition of the synthesized function. Astre orients critical pairs into rules as required by the transformation strategy. It guarantees that termination of the rewrite system is preserved during the synthesis. Astre carefully controls the production of critical pairs to ensure that the completion process does not diverge 4]. Consider, for example, the function that reverses the elements of a list. It is translated into the following rewrite system: reverse(nil) ! nil (3) reverse(x :: xs) ! reverse(xs) @ x] (4) where @ is a concrete algebra operator that is associative and has nil as right and left unit. A simple analysis discovers that the recursive call reverse(xs) in the right-hand side of (4) occurs under the associative operator @. In this case, it introduces automatically a synthesis rule reverse(x) @ u ! g(x; u). This synthesis rule reduces the right-hand side of (4) 
Generating implementations
Following several stages of transformation, our system produces a rst-order SML program that is functionally equivalent to the computational semantics of a sentence in the DSDL that a user has written. This program can be compiled by an SML compiler to produce an executable software module. To execute this module, the run-time support for SML needs to be present, however. Often, the requirements imposed by a software architecture, a target platform for the software, or standards adopted by a software organization dictate a speci c form of implementation. To provide for alternate implementations, a back-end tool called the Program Instantiator generates target code to meet requirements imposed on a desired implementation. The Program Instantiator (abbreviated PI) is based upon earlier research by Dennis Volpano 23, 24] . It is driven by several parameters of an implementation, which include:
{ the target programming language in which an implementation is to be coded; { templates in the target language that realize implementations of the concrete algebras used in a program; { target language templates that provide a standard implementation of free term algebras and of the case discrimination on data constructors; { templates for function calls and module headers in the target language.
The PI also interprets an environment speci cation that provides the types and structure of data and control interfaces with a host software architecture. The output of the PI is a module (or modules) in the syntax of the speci ed target language that implements the rst-order SML program given it as input. The PI is currently the least mature of the tools in the translation pipeline and several issues remain to be resolved. These include: duplicate function declarations. There is currently no test for function denitions that are identical, up to renaming, and hence could be identi ed. heap storage management. The PI does not currently generate a generalpurpose garbage collector. It performs storage allocation in blocks that can be collected entirely when the data they contain are no longer accessible. special scoping restrictions. Some possible target languages (`C', for instance) impose restrictions on the declarations of nested scopes. The PI does not currently provide for such restrictions.
7 Implementing the pipeline
The translation and transformation tools described in the preceding sections have all been implemented in Standard ML (SML) 18] except for Astre, the term-rewriting transformation tool, which is implemented in CAML. Furthermore, a restricted sublanguage of SML is used for the intermediate representation of programs as they are passed through the pipeline. An abstract syntax representation of SML is used internally by each tool. This representation is unique to the transformation pipeline and has little in common with the internal representation used by the SML/NJ compiler, for instance. Use of SML language technology has been an important factor in the success of the project during the fteen months in which most of the tool development occurred. It has allowed substantial code reuse among tools, and has simpli ed integration and testing procedures. .
An application generator
The design method we have described here has been applied to design a software component generator for message translation and validation (MTV). This application arises in military command and control systems, with automatic teller machines in banking and with point-of-sale terminals for retail stores. A central controller receives messages encoded as byte-strings from remote sensors or terminals. It must validate each message and translate it into an internal format for further analysis and response. A controller may serve several sensors, each of which generates messages in a di erent format. An MTV module is required for each message format. It analyzes a string of bytes given as input to check whether it has the expected structure, reports errors if the input is not a valid message, and translates the input into a data structure representing the contents of the message if the input is valid. Under current practice, an engineer receives a message speci cation in the form of an interface control document (ICD). An ICD is a semi-formal description of the string-encoded format of the message. It gives the maximum expected length of a message, followed by a eld-by-eld description of its contents. Field descriptions may themselves have internal structure. For example, a date eld will contain a day, month and year. A eld may represent various types of data. For example, a eld may represent an altitude if it consists only of digits or a location if it contains alphabetic characters. An ICD can also specify constraints on valid messages; these are expressed informally in natural language. We have designed a Message Speci cation Language (MSL), which is a formal, domainspeci c design language for the MTV application.
For the MTV domain the essential abstractions are the internal and external representations of messages. They are related by translation functions that map between them. A logical representation in which both intra-and inter-eld constraints are imposed is introduced as an intermediate representation. From the logical representation, a controller can derive the necessary internal representation. There is also a \user" representation, which is an Ascii string in a format readable by humans. It is used for logging messages received by a controller or for manual entry of a message.
A software module for MTV consists of six components:
{ two functions that check the formats of external or user messages, { two functions that translate between external and internal formats, and { two functions that translate between user and internal formats.
The MSL language describes the logical structure of a message, the translation action that parses a message, scaling of numeric values, and any constraints imposed on the values of elds. From these descriptions, the MSL translator and the transformation pipeline generate the required six functions as an Ada package.
The Message Speci cation Language
To use the MTV generator, an engineer speci es the logical structure of a message as a logical type in MSL. In the example that follows, square brackets enclose the components of a labeled sum. Labeled sums are types for variant records. Labeled products are types for records, but they are not illustrated here. The engineer also speci es the translation map in one direction: from external to logical. This speci es an external message reader (EXR). For the eld types shown above, the external reader declarations are: Message reader declarations are a fundamental syntactic construct in MSL, and are given semantics in its formal de nition. The semantics makes use of the structure implicit in the types declared for the corresponding elds. Primitive translation functions such as Asc2Int provide basic translation actions. For example, Asc2Int 2 reads two Ascii characters (which must be numerals) and produces an integer value. From the speci cation of an external message reader, the MSL translator not only compiles a message parser that produces a logical representation, but also infers the inverse mapping from logical to external representation and the logical to user mappings. For either the external to logical or the user to logical translation, the semantics must prescribe checking of constraints on values of elds in the message. Constraints are of two kinds:
{ Subrange speci cations on an individual eld. These are speci ed in a eld type and are translated as range checks;
{ Inter-eld dependencies. These can involve conjunctions or disjunctions of boolean-valued expressions that refer to values in di erent elds. A generator for MTV modules has been implemented with the technology described in this paper and evaluated in an experiment whose results will be reported elsewhere.
Conclusions
We have successfully demonstrated an automated transformation system that compiles practical software modules from the semantic speci cation of a domainspeci c application design language. The integrated suite of transformation and translation tools represents a new level of design automation for software. Although there is much more that can be done to further improve the performance of generated code, the prototype system demonstrates the feasibility of this approach.
The implementation of type-parametric theorems as transformation tactics for HOT has not been done before. It remains to be seen whether algebra-speci c transformations can be incorporated in the same tool by referring to a database of algebraic laws. In the current system, algebra-speci c transformations are performed by term-rewriting, which is an entirely di erent paradigm.
